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Co-op gets Facebook page
Are you on Facebook? NEC
is! Check out the Newberry
Electric Cooperative
Facebook page. The Internet
address is Facebook.com/
NewberryCoop.
Our Facebook page
will feature energy tips,
cost-saving videos, and
NEC events. If you have a
Facebook account, go to the
Newberry Electric Facebook
page and “like” us. After all,
we love our members!
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Stand with us to keep
power affordable
Newberry Electric
Cooperative, we get a common
request during our conversations with
members—“Can you lower my power
bill?” It’s often said with a
wry smile, but we still try
to help by providing useful
advice on energy use, like
advising members on how to
better insulate their homes
and how to use energy wisely.
We do, however, try
mightily to keep rates from
going up any more than is absolutely
necessary, but 70 percent of your
power bill is driven by the cost of
wholesale power to your cooperative.
Factors, like the recession, fuel supply
and regulations, often threaten to
drive power prices up.
A looming threat is the
Environmental Protection Agency’s
stance on coal-based power plants.
New EPA rules essentially will
force utilities to either eliminate
coal as a fuel source or capture
and store carbon dioxide emissions
(with prohibitively expensive and
commercially impractical technology).
Much of the energy we distribute
comes from coal-powered generation.
Our power supplier, Central Electric
Power Cooperative, calculated an
estimate of the cost of replacing our
coal power plants with a mix of half
natural gas and half nuclear power
plants. The projected result:
a 54-percent increase in rates!
Think about that.
If you’re struggling to pay a $200
power bill now, it will be more than
$300 if these regulations have the
effect we expect from them.
The co-ops’ record on the
environment speaks for itself. For
years, Newberry Electric and other
co-ops in South Carolina have been
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buying power from environmentally
friendly biomass power plants that
capture and use the methane gas
produced by landfills. Our energyefficiency programs are nationally
recognized. We purchase the output
from the state’s largest solar farm.
Much of the power you use today is
produced by some of the cleanest coalbased power plants in the country.
Still, you may not think these plants
are clean enough, but to turn them
off immediately would cause dramatic
price increases.
It may surprise you to know that,
three decades ago, it was unlawful to
build new natural gas-based power
plants. That forced utilities to invest
billions in coal generation. Since then,
co-ops have invested billions more
to add advanced technologies and
comply with existing regulations.
So, it seems unfair that the EPA
now wants to ban coal. Can South
Carolinians afford the cost?
We recommend a more balanced
approach, a range of electricity
production methods to meet your
needs—an “all-of-the-above” strategy
to our nation’s energy policy.
We want to urge the EPA to
withdraw this proposal and work with
electric cooperatives on a commonsense solution that balances energy
needs and environmental concerns.
You can help. Visit sc.tellepa.com to
add your voice to the debate.
We may not be able to lower your
bill, but we’re fighting to keep it
affordable. Will you stand with us?

G. Keith Avery
President and Chief Executive Officer

Newberry News
A lifetime of service

Our original lineman worked for co-op before WWII, came back to help build NEC
By WALTER ALLREAD

to say Lewis
Ringer went off to help save the world,
then returned to bring power to the
people.
Sandwiched around his World
War II service, Ringer, now 92, was the
first lineman for Newberry Electric
Cooperative. He remembers when
the co-op office had four employees
and when he’d spend a day-and-a-half
sometimes just digging a single polehole with only one helper.
When you’d hit rock, well, that
was your problem and there certainly
weren’t any jackhammers lying
around.
“We would get as far as we would
go with a crow bar, chipping and
chipping,” Ringer says. “Man, if you
got it down 3 feet you were doing
good, especially around the lake
[Murray].”
Once dug and placed, he’d then
climb the poles to hang the wires that
brought electricity to people’s homes
for the very first time. Coming from
a farm with no electricity himself
growing up, he knew all about life
before electricity.
“We had a kerosene lamp, about
two of them and an Aladdin lamp,”
Ringer says. “But the Aladdin lamp we
only used in company.”
NEC, which energized its first
services on January 7, 1941, will celebrate its 75th anniversary in January
2016. Bringing power to those who’d
never had it, Ringer says, was rewarding.
“People were so appreciative when
the lights came on, some people
shouted hooray,” Ringer says. “That
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Lewis Ringer during a
videotaped interview
about his memories of
Newberry Electric’s early
days. Visit SCLiving.coop
to see the video.

was a pleasure to turn them on
when you knew someone really
appreciated it.”
Keeping the power on wasn’t always
so easy for people, and where he
could, Ringer helped.
“Several times I’d go out on a
service call and if people were out
of power, especially the poor people
who couldn’t afford it, I’d pay the fee,”
Ringer said. “Sometimes they would
tell me that they weren’t going to take
it if I had to pay out of the pocket, but
I did.
“In my heart I just couldn’t take it.
Those small children . . . it was hard

times back then, and I realized it was
tough for them.”
Ringer finally retired in 1987 as
a line superintendent and says he
enjoyed every day of his service, even
the tough ones, such as when he had
to help get power lines back up in
Congaree Swamp near St. Matthews
after a big storm to battle mud,
rattlesnakes and water moccasins.
“I enjoyed going down there and
working with them, too,” Ringer says.
“I had a pleasant time with [the
co-op]. I enjoyed every minute of it.”
Access SCLiving.coop to read our previously
published article about Lewis Ringer’s World
War II experience and to watch a video of our
recent interview with him.
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